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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Microprocessor vendors have provided special-purpose instructions such as psadbw and pdist to accelerate the sumof-absolute diﬀerences (SAD) similarity measurement. The
usefulness of these special-purpose instructions is limited except for the motion estimation kernel. This has several drawbacks. First, if the SAD becomes obsolete because a diﬀerent similarity metric is going to be employed, then those
special-purpose instructions are no longer useful. Second,
these special instructions process 8-bit subwords only. This
precision is not suﬃcient for some kernels such as motion
estimation in the transform domain. In addition, when employing other n-way parallel SIMD instructions to implement the SAD and sum-of-squared diﬀerences (SSD), the
obtained speedup is much less than n. This is because there
is a mismatch between the storage and the computational
format. In this paper, we design and evaluate a variety
of SIMD instructions for diﬀerent data types. We synthesize special-purpose instructions using a few general-purpose
SIMD instructions. In addition, we employ the extended
subwords technique to avoid conversion overhead and to increase parallelism. In this technique there are four extra
bits for every byte of register. The results show that using
diﬀerent SIMD instructions and extended subwords achieve
a speedup ranging from 10.39 to 14.57 over C performance
for SAD, SSD with interpolation, and SSD functions in the
motion estimation kernel. While, MMX achieves a speedup
ranging from 4.61 to 7.42. Additionally, the proposed SIMD
instructions improve the performance of similarity measurement for image histograms by a factor ranging from 8.69
(1-way) to 11.70 (4-way) over C. While for MMX speedup
is between 2.90 (1-way) and 4.33 (4-way).

Similarity measurement is an important function in many
media applications such as standard video coders/decoders
(codecs) and image/video retrieval. The MPEG-1/2/4 and
H.263/4 standards are based on motion estimation and this
important kernel uses diﬀerent similarity functions. Among
the diﬀerent similarity measurements, the Euclidean distance or Sum-of-Squared Diﬀerences (SSD) and the Sumof-Absolute Diﬀerences (SAD) functions have been found to
be the most useful [23, 19, 29, 26]. For example, in [29]
eight similarity measurements for image retrieval have been
evaluated. Based on the results presented there, in terms of
retrieval eﬀectiveness and retrieval eﬃciency, the SSD and
SAD functions are more desirable than other functions. Additionally, the performance of four motion estimation algorithms using diﬀerent distortion measures has been evaluated in [19]. The best results related to the quality of motion
predicted frame have been obtained using the SSD and SAD
functions. Furthermore, according to [26], among all the image metrics, the Euclidean distance is the most commonly
used in image recognition and computer vision.
Similarity measurement, however, is very computationally intensive. For instance, in [9, 15, 18] it has been indicated that the motion estimation step in the video codecs
takes about from 60% to 80% of the encoding time. Consequently, many processor vendors have designed diﬀerent
Single-Instruction Multiple-Data (SIMD) instructions to implement diﬀerent similarity measurements. For instance,
some processor vendors have provided special-purpose instructions such as the SSE instruction psadbw [16] and the
VIS instruction pdist (pixel distance) [22] to accelerate motion estimation based on the SAD function. These instructions are very special-purpose instructions, however. Since
they have limited usefulness except for the motion estimation kernel. This has several drawbacks.
First, if the sum-of-absolute diﬀerences becomes obsolete
because a diﬀerent similarity metric is going to be employed,
then those special-purpose instructions are no longer useful. For example, MIPS’ MDMX [6] does not provide a
SAD instruction but advocates using the SSD instead. Second, as indicated in [10], the complex CISC-like semantics
of special-purpose instructions makes automatic code generation diﬃcult. Third, these special instructions process
8-bit subwords only. This precision is not suﬃcient for multimedia kernels such as motion estimation in the transform
domain or for cost functions used in image and video retrieval [12]. In addition, this 8-bit precision is not also suf-
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• Speedup of MMMX to implement SAD function as a
similarity measurement of image histograms is between
8.69 (1-way) and 11.70 (4-way) over C. While for MMX
speedup is between 2.90 (1-way) and 4.33 (4-way).

ﬁcient for using quarter-pixel resolution, which is used in
some standards such as H.264 [21]. Finally, since these instructions process eight 8-bit subwords, they are most useful
if the vector length is a multiple of 8. In the H.264 standard,
however, variable block sizes, for instance 8 × 4 and 4 × 4
are used [21].
In addition, when employing other n-way parallel SIMD
instructions to implement similarity measurements, the obtained speedup is much less than n. This is because there
is a mismatch between the storage format and the computational format. Consequently, unpacking is required before
operations are performed and the results also have to be
packed before they can be stored back to memory. This
means loss of performance due to the execution of overhead
instructions and because fewer subwords can be processed
in parallel.
As a result, diﬀerent applications need diﬀerent data types
to implement diﬀerent similarity measurements. For example, image/video retrieval systems need data types larger
than 8- and 16-bit. So, there are no general and useful SIMD
instructions to implement diﬀerent similarity measurements
for diﬀerent data types on existing SIMD architectures.
In this paper, we design and evaluate new SIMD instructions to overcome these limitations. We use our new SIMD
instructions to implement diﬀerent similarity measurements
focusing on the SAD and SSD for providing much higher
performance compared to other media extentions such as
MMX [14] and SSE [16]. This is because the increased multimedia applications, especially in the video processing domain, has given rise to its own class of processors and Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) such as embedded media
processors. The reasons for using SIMD processing on embedded media processors are the following. First, ISA extensions, with the capability of SIMD processing, provide ﬂexibility and easier upgrades from one generation to the next
compared to ﬁxed-function Application-Speciﬁc Integrated
Circuits (ASICs). Second, SIMD instructions are particularly suited for embedded processors because they oﬀer high
performance at low energy consumption.
To avoid conversion overhead in the traditional SIMD processing, we employ the extended subwords technique, which
are wider than the normal subwords that are 8-, 16-, and
32-bit. Our subwords are 12-, 24-, 48-bit. These subwords
allow many operations to be performed without overﬂow
and avoids packing/unpacking overhead instructions that
are necessary when implementing similarity measurements
using conventional media extensions such as MMX/SSE and
VIS.
We refer to MMX equipped with general and simple SIMD
instructions for diﬀerent data types and the extended subwords as Modiﬁed MMX (MMMX). We have simulated SIMD
instructions of the MMX/SSE and our MMMX ISA by extending the SimpleScalar toolset [2]. Our experimental results show that:

• Providing SIMD instructions for diﬀerent data types
is necessary to yield much more performance in new
media processors compared to existing SIMD processors. This is because employing existing n-way SIMD
instructions to implement multimedia kernels, the obtained speedup is much less than n, because of using
overhead instructions.
The paper is structured as follows. Related work is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 describes the MMMX architecture. The diﬀerent similarity measurements and their implementations using MMX/SSE and MMMX are discussed
in Section 4. The experimental results are presented in Section 5, and conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Special purpose psadbw and pdist instructions have been
provided in the SSE [16] and in the VIS ISA [22], respectively. These instructions compute the SAD function between the corresponding 8-bit components in a pair of 64bit registers and accumulates the error values. Intel has
provided wsad instruction to perform the sum-of-absolute
diﬀerences on 8- or 16-bit data types in the wireless MMX
technology [7, 13]. In addition, ARM also introduced two
special-purpose instructions, usad8 and usada8 to calculate
the sum-of-absolute diﬀerences between 8-bit values for 4way parallelism [4]. As already mentioned in Section 1, these
special-purpose instructions have some limitations.
Waerdt and Vassiliadis [25] have proposed new operations,
which are supported by the TM3270 media processor for
video processing. For example, collapsed load operations
with interpolation allow for a motion estimation function
that evaluates 17 macroblock candidates in the 3D recursive
search. They focused on MPEG-2 standard. In addition, a
data type of 8-bit has been considered for SAD function.
The reason behind the popularity of the SAD function is
its relative ease of implementation even though it does not
perform as good as the SSD function. For example, Vassiliadis et al. [24] have proposed a hardware unit for computing
the SAD function. Two example implementations, 16 × 1
and 16 × 16 pixels have been considered. Pixels were represented in 8 bits. As another example, in [5, 28] two hardware architectures for real-time implementation of a variable
block size motion estimation algorithm using SAD function
for H.264 standard have been proposed. In addition, Wei
and Grand [27] have proposed a hardware architecture for
the SAD function. Their proposed architecture has a block
of 16 × 1 processing elements, a 4-stage adder tree, and two
ﬂexible register arrays that supports most variable block size
motion estimation. These ASIC architectures are not ﬂexible, however.
Our work diﬀers from others in the following manner.
First, we design and evaluate many new general SIMD instructions to implement diﬀerent similarity measurements.
This programmability feature from our ISA gives a ﬂexibility advantage over a dedicated hardware approach. SIMD
instructions enables algorithmic changes after design, multiple applications can be mapped to the same platform, and
faster time-to-market. Second, we signiﬁcantly extend to use

• The speedup of the MMX implementation for SAD
kernel is more than MMMX implementation, because
of using special-purpose psadbw instruction.
• MMMX achieves a speedup ranging from 10.39 to 14.57
over C performance for SAD, SSD with interpolation,
and SSD functions in the motion estimation kernel.
While, MMX achieves a speedup ranging from 4.61 to
7.42.
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unsigned char blk1[16][16], blk2[16][16];
int sad = 0; short diff;
for (i=0; i<16; i++)
for (j=0; j<16; j++) {
diff = blk1[i][j] - blk2[i][j];
if (diff<0) diff = - diff;
sad += diff;
}
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Figure 1: Sum-of-absolute diﬀerences.

Figure 2: Diﬀerent subwords in the vector register
ﬁle of the MMMX architecture.
0xFF

Address: 0x1000

the extended subwords technique by providing experimental results obtained by a detailed, cycle-accurate simulator.
Our work shows that the extended subwords can be used to
avoid conversion overhead such as packing and unpacking,
which are used in implementing of similarity measurements
in the traditional SIMD processing. This technique significantly reduces the number of instructions that need to be
fetched, decoded, and executed.
In [8] we have proposed using extended subwords to avoid
data conversion overhead in many multimedia kernels. In
addition, in our previous work [17], we used extended subwords and matrix register ﬁle techniques to implement many
2D media kernels such as (I)DCT, pixel padding, vector/matrix,
and matrix/matrix multiply. In our previous work [8, 17]
performance was evaluated by calculating the dynamic number of instructions, without using any simulators. We saw
the lack of SIMD instructions for diﬀerent data types. This
observation motivated us for the current work.

3.

60 59

MMMX ARCHITECTURE

In this section we brieﬂy describe the MMMX architecture, which features extended subwords. In addition, we
discuss the proposed instruction set.

3.1 Extended Subwords
Image and video pixels are typically stored in memory using a narrow data type, for example, 8-bit. This kind of
representation is often too small for intermediate computations to occur without overﬂow. Consider, for example, the
code that is depicted in Figure 1. This code computes the
sum-of-absolute diﬀerences between two 16 × 16 blocks.
Since blk1[i][j] - blk2[i][j] is a 9-bit value, eight of
these intermediate results do not ﬁt in a single 64-bit register. The data, therefore, needs to be converted (unpacked
or promoted ) to the larger 16-bit format, causing conversion overhead. Furthermore, the number of subwords that
are processed in parallel by a single SIMD instruction is reduced by a factor of 2. To avoid this conversion overhead
and to increase parallelism, we employ the extended subwords technique. This means that the registers are wider
than the data loaded into them. Speciﬁcally, for every byte
of data, there are four extra bits. This implies that MMMX
registers are 96 bits wide, while MMX has 64-bit registers.
These registers are treated either as a vector of eight 12-bit
subwords, four 24-bit subwords, or two 48-bit quantities, as
is depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the fld8s12 instruction.

vide a wider set of SIMD operations for diﬀerent data types
and also to reduce the operations complexity by providing
simple and general SIMD instructions. We do not want to
design special-purpose instructions with limited usefulness
except for one or two kernels.
When loading data into an MMMX register, the subwords
are automatically unpacked. For example, as illustrated in
Figure 3, the instruction fld8s12 loads eight signed bytes
and unpacks them to signed 12-bit quantities. Vice versa,
store instructions automatically saturate (clip) and pack the
subwords. For example, the instruction fst12s8u saturates
the 12-bit signed subwords to 8-bit unsigned subwords before
storing them to memory.
Figure 4 illustrates the fsum{12,24,48} instructions, which
add adjacent subwords in a media register. The instructions fmin{12,24,48} and fmax{12,24,48} return the minimum or maximum values of corresponding subwords in two
registers. The instructions fneg{12,24,48} mm,imm8 negate

each subword is 12-bit

fsum12

fsum24

fsum48

3.2 Instruction Set Architecture

+

+

+

+

24-bit

24-bit

24-bit

24-bit

+

+

48-bit

48-bit

+

96-bit

Multimedia applications often use diﬀerent data types. It
is necessary to provide SIMD instructions for diﬀerent data
types to yield much more performance compared to nonSIMD instructions. Since in the MMMX ISA, we try to pro-

Figure 4: The structure of three fsum instructions
in the MMMX architecture.
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h’

the 12-, 24-, and 48-bit subwords of the source operand if
the corresponding bit in the 8-bit immediate imm8 is set.
If subwords are 24- or 48-bit, the four or six higher order bits in the 8-bit immediate are ignored. The instructions fmadd{12,24,48} perform the multiply-add operation
on adjacent subwords. Speciﬁcally, the instruction fmadd12
multiplies the eight signed 12-bit subwords of the ﬁrst operand
with the corresponding subwords of the second operand and
adds adjacent 24-bit products. The instruction fmadd24
performs the same operation but on 24-bit subwords and
produces two 48-bit results. In the MMX architecture, the
multiply-add operation is only supported for the packed
word (4 × 16-bit) data type (pmaddwd).
The main diﬀerences between the MMX/SSE and MMMX
architectures in integer part listed in Table 1. As this table depicts there are SIMD instructions for diﬀerent data
types in the MMMX ISA. For instance, there are full 12and 24-bit multiply instructions in the MMMX ISA, while
in the MMX/SSE ISA is not. In these instructions results
are stored in both operands. Special-purpose MMX/SSE
instructions such as psadbw, pavg {b,w} and rearrangement
instructions such as pshufw, packss {wb,dw,wb} are not supported in the MMMX architecture [17]. In the MMMX ISA
the special-purpose instructions can be synthesized using a
few general-purpose instructions.
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Figure 5: The structure of SAD instruction in multimedia extension.
This is because there are many feature vectors from diﬀerent
images and videos in the feature database.
Histogram Euclidean distance (Equation (3)) and bin-tobin diﬀerence (b2b) (Equation (4)) are common similarity
measurements, which are used in the CBIVR systems [3].
In these equations h1 and h2 represent two histograms, N
is the number of pixels in an image, and n is the number of
bits in each pixel.
d2 (h1 , h2 ) =

n
2X
−1

(h1 [i] − h2 [i])2

(3)

i=0

P2n −1

|(h1 [i] − h2 [i]|)
(4)
N
The number of elements in a histogram depends on the
number of bits in each pixel in an image. For example,
if we suppose a pixel depth of n bit, the pixel values will
be between 0 and 2n − 1, and the histogram will have 2n
elements.
Components of the color histograms are usually unsigned
numbers and larger than 8- and 16-bit. For instance, if we
suppose a frame of size 512 × 512 is completely white or
black, the largest element will be 218 .
In the following section we discuss the MMX and MMMX
implementations of these functions.
f db2b (h1 , h2 ) =

The cost functions of the SSD and SAD for motion estimation kernel of two N × N blocks are deﬁned by Equation (1)
and Equation (2), respectively. In these equations x(m, n)
represents the current block of N 2 (usually N = 16) pixels
and y(m + i, n + j) represents the corresponding block in the
previous frame at new coordinates m + i, n + j and w is the
size of the search window.
(x(m, n)−y(m+i, n+j))2 , −w ≤ i, j ≤ w

m=1 n=1

(1)
SAD(i, j) =

d’

3.

4.1 SSD and SAD Functions

N X
N
X

e’

1.

SIMILARITY MEASUREMENTS

N
N X
X

f’

...

In this section we discuss the two most important similarity measurements: SAD and SSD. In addition, their implementations using MMX/SSE and MMMX for motion estimation and measuring similarity between histograms for
images are discussed.

SSD(i, j) =

g’

i=0

4.2 MMX/SSE and MMMX Implementations
of SAD

|x(m, n)−y(m+i, n+j)|, −w ≤ i, j ≤ w

m=1 n=1

(2)
The SSD is more accurate and more complex than the
SAD. The SAD criterion is considered a good candidate for
low bit rate video applications. This is mainly due to its
relatively easy hardware implementation.
These SSD and SAD functions are also used in ContentBased Image and Video Retrieval (CBIVR) systems. In
CBIVR systems, images and videos are indexed into a database
using a vector of features extrated from the image or video.
In the retrieval stage the similarity between the features of
the query image and stored feature vectors is determined.
That means that computing the similarity between two images or videos can be transfered into the problem of computing the similarity between two feature vectors [11]. Hence,
the large computational cost associated with CBIVR systems is related to matching algorithms for feature vectors.
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Sum-of-absolute diﬀerences is a similarity measurement,
which is usually used in the motion estimation kernel. The
SAD function typically processes 16 × 16 blocks, as is depicted in Figure 1.
As mentioned in Section 1, this SAD function was found to
be so important that many processor vendors have decided
to support a special-purpose instruction for it, for example
psadbw instruction [16]. A 64-bit psadbw instruction consists
of 3 steps: (1) calculate eight 8-bit diﬀerences between the
elements, (2) calculate the absolute value of the diﬀerences,
and (3) perform three cascaded summations. These steps
are illustrated in Figure 5. One reason why the psadbw
instruction provides such a signiﬁcant performance beneﬁt
is that the hardware internally keeps the carry bit.
The code in Figure 6, that has been written by MMX/SSE
instructions shows how the kernel listed in Figure 1 can be

Datapath
Size of register ﬁle
Access to register ﬁle
# of partitioned ALU
Size of the integer subwords
Full multiply instruction
High and low multiply inst.
The size of MAC operation
MAC instruction
Special purpose instruction
Saturate Add/Sub.
Overhead instructions

Maximum/Minimum inst.
Add/Sub of adjacent subwords

MMX/SSE (integer part)
64-bit
8 x 64-bit
row-wise
8
8-, 16-, and 32-bit
No
16-bit
16-bit
pmaddwd
No/pavgb, pavgw, psadbw
Yes
packsswb, packssdw
packuswb, punpckhbw
punpckhwd, punpckhdq
punpcklbw, punpcklwd
punpckldq/pshufw
No/ pmaxub, pmaxsw
pminub, pminsw
No

MMMX
96-bit
8 x 96-bit
row-wise + column-wise
8
12-, 24-, and 48-bit
12-, 24-bit
12-, 24-, and 48-bit
12-, 24-, and 48-bit
fmadd12, fmadd24, fmadd48
No
No
funpckl12, funpckl24
funpckh12, funpckh24

fmax12, fmax24, fmax48
fmin12, fmin24, fmin48
fsum12, fsum24, fsum48
fdiﬀ12, fdiﬀ24, fdiﬀ48

Table 1: The main diﬀerences between MMX/SSE and MMMX architectures.
(1)
mov
(2)
pxor
(3) loop:
(4)
movq
(5)
movq
(6)
movq
(7)
movq
(8)
(9)
psadbw
(10) psadbw
(11)
(12) paddd
(13) paddd
(14) add
(15) add
(16) dec
(17) jnz

eax , 16
mm5 , mm5
mm1
mm2
mm3
mm4

,
,
,
,

[blk1]
[blk2]
[blk1+8]
[blk2+8]

(1)
mov
(2) loop2:
(3)
fxor
(4)
mov
(5) loop1:
(6)
fld8u12s
(7)
fld8u12s
(8)
fld8u12s
(9)
fld8u12s
(10)
(11) fsub12
(12) fneg12
(13) fmax12
(14)
(15) fsub12
(16) fneg12
(17) fmax12
(18)
(19) fadd12
(20) fadd12
(21) add
(22) add
(23) dec
(24) jnz
(25) fsum12
(26) fsum24
(27) fsum48
(28) fadd96
(29) dec
(30) jnz

mm1 , mm2
mm3 , mm4
mm1 ,
mm5 ,
blk1,
blk2,
eax
.loop

mm3
mm1
16
16

Figure 6: MMX/SSE program of SAD listed in Figure 1.

implemented using the psadbw instruction.
As indicated, the diﬀerence between corresponding pixels is a 9-bit value. In the MMMX architecture, we have
implemented SIMD instructions to replace the psadbw instruction, which are more general purpose instructions and
can be used in many multimedia kernels and also in other
similarity measurements. This means that the SAD function
can be synthesized using a small number of general-purpose
SIMD instructions with only a small performance degradation, so the psadbw instruction essentially becomes obsolete.
Figure 7 shows how the SAD function can be implemented
using MMMX instructions. Instead of the two psadbw instructions in the MMX/SSE program, it can be synthesized using the SIMD instructions fsub12, fneg12, fmax12,
fadd12, and fsum{12,24,48} of the MMMX architecture,
which are more general-purpose than the SAD. To provide
8-way parallelism using the extended subwords, we divided
a 16 × 16 block into two 8 × 16 blocks. In the ﬁrst iteration
of the inner loop, the SAD function of the ﬁrst 8 × 16 block
is calculated and in the next iteration the SAD function
of the second 8 × 16 block is performed. Finally, the re-

ecx , 2
mm5 , mm5
eax , 8
mm1
mm2
mm3
mm4

,
,
,
,

[blk1]
[blk2]
[blk1+8]
[blk2+8]

mm1 , mm2
mm7 , mm1
mm1 , mm7
mm3 , mm4
mm7 , mm3
mm3 , mm7
mm1 , mm3
mm5 , mm1
blk1, 16
blk2, 16
eax
.loop1
mm5
mm5
mm5
mm6 , mm5
ecx
.loop2

Figure 7: MMMX implementation of the SAD function listed in Figure 1.
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(1) loop_row:
(2)
movq
(3)
movq
(4)
movq
(5)
psubd
(6)
psubd
(7)
movq
(8)
movq
(9)
pcmpgtd
(10) pcmpgtd
(11) pand
(12) pand
(13) paddd
(14) paddd
.
.

mm1,
mm2,
mm3,
mm1,
mm2,
mm3,
mm4,
mm1,
mm2,
mm1,
mm2,
mm1,
mm5,

unsigned char blk1[16][16], blk2[16][16];
int ssd = 0;
for (i=0; i<16; i++)
for (j=0; j<16; j++)
ssd += (blk1[i][j] - blk2[i][j])
* (blk1[i][j] - blk2[i][j]);

[His_Current]
[His_Reference]
mm1
mm2
mm3
mm1
mm2
mm2
mm3
mm3
mm4
mm2
mm1

Figure 10: Sum-of-squared diﬀerences.
(1)
mov
eax , 16
(2)
pxor
mm0 , mm0
(3)
pxor
mm7 , mm7
(4) loop:
(5)
movq
mm1 , [blk1]
(6)
movq
mm2 , [blk2]
(7)
movq
mm3 , mm1
(8)
movq
mm4 , mm2
(9)
punpcklbw
mm1 , mm0
(10) punpckhbw
mm3 , mm0
(11) punpcklbw
mm2 , mm0
(12) punpckhbw
mm4 , mm0
(13) psubw
mm1 , mm2
(14) psubw
mm3 , mm4
(15) movq
mm2 , mm1
(16) movq
mm4 , mm3
(17) pmaddwd
mm1 , mm2
(18) pmaddwd
mm3 , mm4
(19) paddd
mm1 , mm3
(20) paddd
mm7 , mm1
(21)
; for other 8 pixels
(22) movq
mm1 , [blk1+8]
(23) movq
mm2 , [blk2+8]
(24)
; 13 instructions like above
(37) paddd
mm7 , mm1
(38) add
blk1, 16
(39) add
blk2, 16
(40) dec
eax
(41) jnz
.loop
(42) movq
mm6 , mm7
(43) psrlq
mm7 , 32
(44) paddd
mm7 , mm6

Figure 8: Part of the MMX implementation of the
sum-of-absolute diﬀerences for similarity measurement of histograms.
(1) loop_row:
(2)
fld32s24u
(3)
fld32s24u
(4)
fsub24
(5)
fneg24
(6)
fmax24
.
.

mm1,
mm2,
mm1,
mm7,
mm1,

[His_Current]
[His_Reference]
mm2
mm1
mm7

Figure 9: Part of the MMMX implementation of
the sum-of-absolute diﬀerences for similarity measurement of histograms.

sults accumulate into one register using fsum{12, 24, 48}
instructions.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 depict part of the MMX and MMMX
implementations of the SAD function for similarity measurement of two histograms, respectively.
In the MMX
implementation 2-way parallelism is used. This is because
the elements of the color histograms for diﬀerent image and
video frame sizes that are used in existing standards are
usually unsigned numbers and larger than 8- and 16-bit and
smaller than 24-bit. Elements of the histograms are stored
in memory as 32-bit data type. Additionally, there is no
special-purpose instruction for SAD function of 32-bit data
type in the MMX ISA. This means that we have to use about
10 other instructions to implement it. In the MMMX implementation, on the other hand, 4-way parallelism is used
as shown in Figure 9. This is because 24-bit subwords are
suﬃcient for computational results of the histograms.

Figure 11: MMX/SSE program of the sum-ofsquared diﬀerences function.

picted in Figure 10 can be implemented using MMX/SSE
and MMMX instructions, respectively. In the MMX/SSE
code 16-bit subwords are used for computation and ﬁnal results are stored in 32-bit subwords. Because of this, we have
to use many times punpck instructions for promotion of 8bit to 16-bit data type. This is the reason why the static
number of instructions in each iteration of the MMX/SSE
implementation is 36 compared to 15 in the MMMX code.
In the MMMX implementation 12-bit subwords are used for
processing and ﬁnal computational results are stored in 24bit subwords.
Similarity measure for two histograms using SSD kernel
with MMX/SSE ISA is also not easy. In MMX/SSE there
is neither full 16-bit multiply instruction nor 32-bit multiply
instruction. It instead oﬀers two 16-bit multiply operations,
pmulhw (packed multiply high) and pmullw (packed multiply low) instructions. Dividing an operation into several instructions increases register pressure and creates additional
data dependencies. Additionally, most MMX/SSE SIMD
instructions process integers of only 8 or 16 bits. As a result, to provide variety of the SIMD instructions is necessary

4.3 MMX/SSE and MMMX Implementations
of SSD
The SSD function for processing a block of size 16 × 16
is listed in Figure 10. It can be shown analytically based
on Equation (5) that 24 bits of precision is suﬃcient for
accumulation range of the SSD implementation.
15
15 X
X

(255)2 < (28 )3 = 224

(5)

i=0 j=0

This means that an unsigned 24-bit data type is suﬃcient,
which does not map orderly to a general purpose data type.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show how the SSD function de-
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(1)
mov
(2)
fxor
(3) loop:
(4)
fld8u12
(5)
fld8u12
(6)
fld8u12
(7)
fld8u12
(8)
fsub12
(9)
fsub12
(10) fmov
(11) fmov
(12) fmadd24
(13) fmadd24
(14) fadd24
(15) fadd24
(16) add
(17) add
(18) dec
(19) jnz
(20) fsum24
(21) fsum48

eax , 16
mm7 , mm7
mm1 ,
mm2 ,
mm3 ,
mm4 ,
mm1 ,
mm3 ,
mm2 ,
mm4 ,
mm1 ,
mm3 ,
mm1 ,
mm7 ,
blk1,
blk2,
eax
.loop
mm7
mm7

(1) loop:
(2)
; Pixels 0..7
(3)
movq
mm1,
(4)
movq
mm3,
(5)
movq
mm2,
(6)
movq
mm4,
(7)
punpcklbw
mm1,
(8)
punpcklbw
mm3,
(9)
movd
mm5,
(10) movd
mm6,
(11) punpcklbw
mm5,
(12) punpcklbw
mm6,
.
.
(30) packuswb
mm1,
(31) psadbw
mm1,
.
.
(34) ; Pixels 8..F
(35) movq
mm1,
(36) movq
mm3,
(37) movq
mm2,
(38) movq
mm4,
(39) punpcklbw
mm1,
(40) punpcklbw
mm3,
(41) movd
mm5,
(42) movd
mm6,
(43) punpcklbw
mm5,
(44) punpcklbw
mm6,
.
.

[blk1]
[blk2]
[blk1+8]
[blk2+8]
mm2
mm4
mm1
mm3
mm2
mm4
mm3
mm1
16
16

Figure 12: MMMX implementation of the SSD function.

(a)

(b)

[blk1]
[blk1+16]
mm1
mm3
mm0
mm0
[blk1+1]
[blk1+17]
mm0
mm0
mm2
[blk2]

[blk1+8]
[blk1+24]
mm1
mm3
mm0
mm0
[blk1+9]
[blk1+25]
mm0
mm0

Figure 14: MMX/SSE program of the sum-ofabsolute diﬀerence function using horizontal and
vertical interpolation.

(c)

Figure 13: Similar and dissimilar blocks.
To avoid this error in the MMX/SSE implementation we use
16-bit operations using pack/unpack instructions. Figure 14
and Figure 15 show the MMX/SSE and MMMX implementations for SAD function using horizontal and vertical interpolation, respectively.
The intermediate sum of four neighboring pixels is larger
than 8-bit. Hence, in the MMX/SSE implementation we
should unpack data type 8-bit to 16-bit. This means that 4-

for diﬀerent data types, to yield much more performance in
implementation of the multimedia applications, as we have
provided in the MMMX ISA.

4.4 Interpolation
The SAD and SSD similarity measurements are only a
summation of the pixel-wise intensity diﬀerences and, consequently, small changes may result in a large similarity distance. For example, the Euclidean distance of Figure 13(a)
and (b) is less than the Euclidean distance of (a) and (c),
even though Figure 13(a) in more similar to Figure 13(c)
than to (b).
For images, there are spatial relationships between pixels.
There are many ways to consider the relationships between
pixels, for example, averaging. Averaging neighboring pixels
can be done either on two adjacent pixels horizontally, two
adjacent pixels vertically, or four adjacent pixels in both
horizontal and vertical dimensions.
The SSE ISA provides a special averaging instruction pavgb
for 8-bit subwords. In addition, wavg2 instruction has also
been provided in the wireless MMX technology to perform
a 2-pixel average on unsigned vectors of 8- or 16-bit data [7,
13]. To consider relationships between pixels in this paper,
we implement averaging four neighboring pixels of the reference block.
The pavgb instruction averages two pixels, unsigned values are rounded up to the nearest integer. Averaging four
pixels may produce an error of 1 when performing 3 average
operations, pavgb(x, y, z, t) = pavgb[pavgb(x, y), pavgb(z, t)].

(1) loop:
(2)
fld8u12
(3)
fld8u12
(4)
fld8u12
(5)
fld8u12
(6)
fadd12
(7)
fadd12
(8)
fld8u12
(9)
fld8u12
(10) fld8u12
(11) fld8u12
(12) fadd12
(13) fadd12
(14) fadd12
(15) fadd12
(16) fsra12
(17) fsra12
.
.

mm1,
mm2,
mm3,
mm4,
mm1,
mm2,
mm3,
mm4,
mm5,
mm6,
mm3,
mm4,
mm1,
mm2,
mm1,
mm2,

[blk1]
[blk1+8]
[blk1+16]
[blk1+24]
mm3
mm4
[blk1+1]
[blk1+9]
[blk1+17]
[blk1+25]
mm5
mm6
mm3
mm4
2
2

Figure 15: MMMX implementation of the sumof-absolute diﬀerence function using horizontal and
vertical interpolation.
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(1)
fxor
(2) loop_row:
(3)
fld32s24u
(4)
fld32s24u
(5)
fmin24
(6)
fsum24
(7)
fadd48
.
.

mm7, mm7
mm1,
mm2,
mm1,
mm1
mm7,

[His_Current]
[His_Reference]
mm2
mm1

Figure 16: Part of the MMMX code for implementation of the histogram intersection.
way parallelism is used in this code, as depicted in Figure 14.
In the MMMX implementation, on the other hand, employs
8-way parallelism because 12-bit is suﬃcient for addition of
four pixels.

4.5 Histogram Intersection Distance
In this section we want to show generality of our SIMD
instructions compared to the MMX/SSE ISA. For this, we
implement another distance measurement, histogram intersection.
The histogram intersection distance between the two histograms h1 and h2 , f dint (h1 , h2 ) was proposed by Swain and
Ballard [20] and is used in image and video retrieval [29, 3].
It is deﬁned as:
P2n −1

min(h1 [i], h2 [i])
N
f dint (h1 , h2 ) = 1 − intersection(h1 , h2 )

intersection(h1 , h2 ) =

i=0

(6)

The elements of the histograms are larger than 16-bit.
There are no suitable SIMD instructions for data types larger
than the short data type in the MMX/SSE ISA. As a result,
the implementation of this cost function using MMX/SSE
is diﬃcult. The above equation shows that we need SIMD
instructions for ﬁnding the minimum values and addition
of adjacent elements. Such SIMD instructions are available
in the MMMX ISA. Figure 16 depicts part of the MMMX
implementation of the histogram intersection for distance
measurement of the two histograms.

5.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

5.1 Simulation Environment
In order to evaluate MMMX, we have used the sim-outorder
simulator of the SimpleScalar toolset [1]. sim-outorder is
a detailed, execution-driven simulator that supports out-oforder issue and execution.
We remark that we have not simulated MMX and MMMX
but rather RISC-like approximations. For example, one
operand of many MMX and MMMX instructions can be a
memory location, but we have simulated load/store architectures. This was done because the SimpleScalar architecture
is RISC. This does not aﬀect the validity of our simulations
because our main objective is to compare the performance
of an SIMD architecture without extended subwords to the
same architecture with this feature. Furthermore, in the
Pentium 4 MMX instructions involving memory operands
are translated to RISC-like micro-operations (µOPs). We
also remark that the correctness of the MMX and MMMX
codes has been validated by comparing their output to the
output of C programs.
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The main parameters of the modeled processors are depicted in Table 2. We modeled processors by varying the
issue width from 1 to 4 instructions per cycle. So, when
four SIMD instructions are issued simultaneously, up to 32
data operations are executed in parallel. When the issue
width is doubled, the number of functional units is scaled
accordingly. For most parameters we used the default values, except for the size of the register update unit (RUU),
which is 16 by default. This, however, is insuﬃcient to ﬁnd
many independent instructions. We, therefore, used an RUU
size of 64 instead. The latency and throughput of SIMD instructions is set equal to the latency and throughput of the
corresponding scalar instructions. This is a very reasonable
assumption given that the SIMD instructions perform the
same operation but on narrower data types. More precisely,
the latency of the integer and SIMD ALUs is set to one cycle and the latency of the integer and SIMD multiplications
set to three cycles. In addition, we set the latency of the
special-purpose psadbw instruction to ﬁve cycles, the same
as in the Pentium 3.
In the experiments, three programs have been implemented
and simulated using the Simplescalar simulator for each kernel. These programs employ the same algorithm and data
types. Each program consists of three parts. One part is
for reading the image, the second part is for similarity measurement, and the last part is for storing the results. One
program is completely written in C. It was compiled using Simplescalar compiler with optimization level -O2. The
reading and storing parts of the other two programs were
also written in C, but the similarity measurement part was
implemented using MMX and MMMX. These programs are
referred to as C, MMX, and MMMX for each kernel. To
obtain execution cycle count and ratio of dynamic number
of instruction count for similarity measurement part of each
case form the basis of the comparative study. Our mean
from ratio of dynamic number of instruction is the ratio of
the number of committed instructions for the C implementation of algorithm to the number of committed instructions
for either MMX or MMMX implementation.
To evaluate the eﬀect of the similarity measurements on
the whole image, we used them for implementation of full
search algorithm, on an image size of Quarter Common Intermediate Format (QCIF) size 144 × 176. The QCIF is a
standard video format, which is used in videoconferencing
and some video coding, for example, MPEG and H.26X. To
determine the motion vectors for the reference blocks in the
current frame, we used a macroblock of 8 × 8 pixel region
as the basic block and +/ − 16 for the search range in the
process of motion estimation.

5.2 Experimental Results
Figure 17 depicts the speedup of MMX and MMMX over
the C implementation for one execution of each kernel with
block size 16 × 16 on the 1-way issue out-of-order processor.
It can be seen that the speedup of the MMX implementation (23.44) for the SAD kernel is higher than the speedup
obtained by MMMX (17.27). This is because of the specialpurpose psadbw instruction, which is used in the MMX code.
We replaced this instruction by other simple and more general SIMD instructions. The speedup of MMMX for the
other kernels is much higher than the speedup of MMX.
MMMX achieves a speedup ranging from 10.39 to 14.57 over
C performance, while MMX achieves a speedup ranging from
4.61 to 7.42 over C. The reasons for this are following. First,

Parameter
Issue width
Integer ALU, SIMD ALU
Integer MULT, SIMD MULT
L1 Instruction cache
L1 Data cache
L2 Uniﬁed cache
Main memory latency
Memory bus width
RUU (register update unit) entries
Load-store queue size
Execution

1
2
4
1
2
4
1
2
2
512-set, direct-mapped 64-byte line
LRU, 1-cycle hit, total of 32 KB
128-set, 4-way, 64-byte line, LRU, 1-cycle
hit time, total of 32 KB
1024-set, 4-way, 64-byte line, LRU,
6-cycle hit, total of 256 KB
18 cycles for the ﬁrst chunk, 2 thereafter
16 bytes
64
8
out-of-order

Table 2: Processor conﬁguration.

Figure 17: Speedup of MMX and MMMX over the
C implementation for diﬀerent kernels with block
size 16 × 16 on 1-way issue out-of-order processor.

Figure 18: Speedup of MMX and MMMX over
the C implementation for full search algorithm for
frames size of 144 × 176 on 1-way issue out-of-order
processor.

8-way parallelism is exploited in the MMMX code because
of using the extended subwords. In the MMX code, 4-way
parallelism is implemented because intermediate results are
larger than 8-bit data type. This means that SIMD instructions of the MMMX architecture can pack more scalar memory and arithmetic instructions into a single SIMD instruction compared to the MMX ISA. Second, there are SIMD
instrutions for diﬀerent data types in the MMMX ISA.
As explained before, the results presented in Figure 17
are for one execution on a single block. The kernels are executed on all blocks of an image or frame. To investigate
if this changes the results fundamentally, Figure 18 depicts
the frame-level speedups (i.e., the speedups obtained when
the kernels are executed on all blocks). The behavior of
the results is almost similar to Figure 17. It can be seen
that the frame-level speedups are smaller than the blocklevel speedups for both MMX and MMMX. For example,
the block-level speedup using MMMX is between 10.39 and
17.27 while the frame-level speedup is between 8.51 and
13.30. The block-level speedup using MMX is between 4.61
and 23.44 while the frame-level speedup is between 4.59 and
15.30. The most important reason for this is that there are
some parts of the full search algorithm that cannot be vectorized. Boundary checking and conditional operations are
examples.
MMMX performs better than MMX for all kernels except
for the SAD function. The main reason why MMMX improves performance compared to MMX is that it needs to
execute fewer instrutions than MMX. While in the SAD kernel MMMX needs to execute more instructions than MMX.

Figure 19: Ratio of committed instructions (C
implementation to MMX and MMMX) versus
speedup.

For explanation, Figure 19 depicts the ratio of committed
instructions versus speedup. As this ﬁgure shows the ratio of committed instructions for full search algorithm that
uses SAD kernel is 13.18 and 11.07 using MMX and MMMX
codes, respectively. It is remarkable that the speedup is
larger than the ratio of committed instructions, especially
for the SAD function. This is due to the following reasons.
First, in all kernels, 8-way parallelism is used in the MMMX
code using extended subwords. In the MMX code specialpurpose psadbw instruction is employed for SAD function
and 4-way parallelism is employed in others kernels. This
means that both codes perform more operations in a single SIMD instruction. Second, reduction of loop overhead
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have designed and evaluated diﬀerent,
general, and simple SIMD instructions to implement some
of the similarity measurements using the extended subwords
technique. We have also synthesized special-purpose instructions, which are in the existing SIMD processors using
a few general-purpose SIMD instructions. Our SIMD instructions can be used to implement a variety of similarity
measurements. To avoid conversion overhead in the existing SIMD processing, we employed the extended subwords
technique. Our subwords are wider than conventional subwords. For every byte of a media register there are four
extra bits. These extra bits provide much more room for
many operations to be performed without overﬂow and avoid
packing/unpacking overhead instructions. In addition, this
technique allows to perform more operations in parallel in
the MMMX ISA by packing more data elements into a single
media register compared to the MMX ISA.
We have implemented sum-of-absolute diﬀerences and sumof-squared diﬀerences for motion estimation using the full
search algorithm. We have also implemented the SAD function for similarity measurement of the image histograms.
Our experimental results obtained by extending the SimpleScalar toolset show that providing SIMD instructions for
diﬀerent data types is necessary to yield much more performance in the new processors compared to existing SIMD
instructions. For example, the results show that MMMX
achieves a speedup ranging from 10.39 to 14.57 over C performance for SAD and SSD with interpolation and SSD
functions in the motion estimation kernel. While, MMX
achieves a speedup ranging from 4.61 to 7.42 over C. In addition, the speedup of MMMX to implement SAD function
as a similarity measurement of image histograms is between
8.69 (1-way) and 11.70 (4-way) over C. While for MMX, the
speedup is between 2.90 (1-way) and 4.33 (4-way).

Figure 21: Speedup of MMX and MMMX over the
C implementation for similarity measurement of histograms of images of size 1024 × 1024 using SAD kernel for diﬀerent issue widths using out-of-order execution.

instructions. Both MMX and MMMX reduce a signiﬁcant
number of loop overhead instructions, which increments or
decrements index and address values. Third, both MMX
and MMMX code use short vector load and store instructions (8 bytes) compared to the C implementation that load
one unsigned char in each load instruction.
Figure 20 depicts the eﬀect of increasing the issue width.
As this ﬁgure illustrates the speedup on 4-way issue width
is higher than 1- and 2-way for both architectures. Additionally, more speedup is achieved on 4-way issue width for
SAD kernel compared to SSD kernel.
We use much more load instructions for pixel averaging in
the SAD and SSD functions with interpolation in both MMX
and MMMX implementations. In addition, in the MMX implementation for all functions except SAD function we have
to use promotion instructions. Based on these reasons there
are much more data dependency in these codes than SAD
function. Consequently, with increasing issue width less performance is yielded than SAD kernel. With increasing issue
width from 2 to 4 for SSD function with interpolation in the
MMMX implementation, performance is decreased. This is
because of data dependency that there is between instructions. The MMMX arithmetic and logical instructions allow
multiple arithmetic and logical instructions as well as multiple iterations with one MMMX instruction.
Figure 21 shows the obtained speedup and ratio of committed instructions of MMX and MMMX over the C implementation for similarity measurements of image histograms.
Speedup of the MMMX is between 8.69 (1-way) and 11.70
(4-way) while for MMX speedup is between 2.90 (1-way)
and 4.33 (4-way). In addition, the ratio of committed instructions is 2.11 and 7.07 using MMX and MMMX, respectively. The reasons why much more performance is yielded
by MMMX especially for 4-way issue than to MMX are the
following. First, 4-way parallelism is used in the MMMX
implementation by using the extended subwords compared
to 2-way parallelism in MMX. Second, in the MMMX code
SAD function is synthesized using general and simple SIMD
instructions. While in the MMX we have to used many other
SIMD instructions to synthesize it that use same registers.
For example, the static number of instructions in the loop
body is 10 and 17 for the MMMX and MMX, respectively.
This means that there is much more data dependency in
the MMX code than MMMX. Third, MMMX implementation reduces loop overhead instructions two times more than
MMX by 4-way parallelism.
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